This table shows our first pass at creating the Level 1 DQ framework and checklist in templated form. This was based on testing and enhancing Kahn et al.'s 2016 framework, and it implemented context around only those DQ characteristics outlined in Appendix A. The DQ characteristics that are italicized have been taken from Kahn et al. The validation requirements and their explanation have been made applicable for our DQ framework.
GP System and Table Name Context location checklist

Requirement Description
Valuation Requirements Results
GP System Name
This is the name of the General Practice (GP) software that is being assessed
Table Name
This is the name of the table within the GP software's database that is being assessed
Location of the table context/meaning
This is either the tables context/meaning written or the location of the file that contains this information
Location of table fields/variables list
This is either the tables fields listed or the location of the file that contains this information
Field Name Context location
Requirement Description Valuation Requirements Results
Field Name
This is the name of the field within the GP software's database 
